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App 0
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Extremely likely 36

Likely 32

Neither likely nor unlikely 8

Unlikely 1

Extremely unlikely 1

Don't know 0

Not answered 2
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Can you tell us why you gave that response? 

excellent service  

haven't seen a dr here before  

my late husband was looked after well until the end, I myself well, I am very happy with all staff.  

Dr Rippin arranged to see me very quickly and the arrangements that followed were prompt  

Only just moved to area so limited in contact but few times I've been I've had to prompt doctor several times during appt as to my 
test results... Which weren't ready despite fortnight after getting them. Was butchered by a nurse who tried to take blood from 

both arms. Didn't succeed and was shaking as she did so. Didn't inspire me with confidence. Never had any problem with taking 
blood before then.  

phoned for an apt (non urgent) and was offered one for the next day. 5*  

in 5 yrs my appointment times have never been met, being anything from 5 to 58 mins late. Make yours appointments times 
realistic .Other practices may be better or worse - hence my neutral recommendation, the drs themselves seem as good as any 

I have always had courteous treatment  

I was refused a drink of water by the hca ann, after I had told her that I fait easily after blood tests and I wasn't feeling well 
today,she told me to go to the reception, receptionist was charming and showed me the water dispenser at the counter  

My appointment was for a non urgent problem, however I was able to get an appointment in good time and with a GP I had seen 
before, that's a positive result. I think a GP with experience of the practice is beneficial to both parties, unlike the 111 service 

when I expect a stranger. The GP 'meeted and greeted' me from the waiting room, no bells or buzzers/ name in lights etc is used. 
I am aware my time slot is 10 minutes and this is ok for me, but may be too little for some complex problems. There is 

information of the approximate waiting time, I like this and respect the fact patients are not machines that can be made to fit into 
a 10 minute time slot, that could be me one day causing delays, who knows. I have always found the reception staff really friendly 
and helpful either when I phone or face to face, (once when my enquiry had been for a request for help to navigate the web site, I 

was not made to feel silly or time wasting). I have recommended this practice to a neighbour. I admit I have only lived here 3 
years, was at a midlands county for 34 years and am really very happy to have found this practice and it's lovely modern surgery, 

it is marvellous.  

Need more staff. But also need to get rid of dr Ferguson. He’s rude, doesn’t listen, and can’t wait to get you out of the door. He 
doesn’t even take his coat off. Will never see him again!!!!!!!!!!!!! No empathy!!!!!!!  

I AM REGISTERED AT MARNHULL BUT I CAN NEVER GET AN APPT THERE  

met my new dr for the first time, very happy with consult, speed of apt and overall care. Thank you!  

I got through on the telephone fairly quickly ( 5 mins ) and was given an appointment for the same morning  

Very efficient reception, wonderful waiting area which would provide a calming influence on anyone stressed - on time attention 
from Dr Rippin  

Receptionists extremely helpful. Never a problem getting a quick appt. Have been suffering with a chest problem for years have 
seen Dr Bowden who was really wonderful.  

friendly and helpful, Dr Greenup is the very best  

service has improved over the last 12 months, Small request - could those answering telephones say where they are answering 
from, otherwise caller has to ask whether they need to be transferred.  

Alway get the best treatment possible, by all staff and Doctors who are all friendly and helpful  

The receptionist was very kind and helpful . She tried to find an appointment that fits in with my work . DR Ward was lovely , I 
didn't feel hurried in anyway during the consultation. I was very impressed as this is the first time I have been to the surgery  

I find everybody most helpful, in particular the receptionist, they always try to fit you in with your own doctor but that is not always 
possible  

I saw Richard today, who was very thorough. He took time to check my notes, and hopefully am on the road to recovery.  

Well managed health facility, staff lovely.  

Everything/body performed well!  

GP sessions are ok but you all seem too busy to be able to allow enough time to discuss a number of ailments. I usually try to 
discuss a few things that are bothering me and you indicate that you can only deal with a maximum of 2 things and to make 

another appointment. This seems to be time wasting on your part for both nurses/GP's and appointments desk when you could 
just deal with it all in one visit. I feel that the surgery needs more staff to keep up with the growing population in Shaftesbury with 

the new estate having being built. I appreciate this isn't the fault of GP's/nurses etc but a council/government issue so please 
could you pass on any sentiment. Parking is also an issue.  

Unless online registered is very difficult to get an appointment. Also loss of diabetic assessment from Shaftesbury.  

Only short wait for appointment. Nice Doctor  
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Efficient service  

Don't really have any friends or family in the area and I do not know anyone who needs similar care or treatment.  

Efficient, polite and friendly.  

Found most doctors very reliable. Although under extreme pressure.  

I have had nothing but good service from you. Reception, nurses and doctors always cheerful and careful.  

No problems with booking and attention to problem. I don't mind if surgery is late because they are so busy.  

Very thorough and professional treatment from Dr Patterson. Very high level of customer care from the reception team. All of the 
above is over a period of nearly 30 years since I have lived in Shaftesbury.  

Everyone has always been so nice and helpful.  

Dean is excellent. Very thorough. Great manners!  

Doctors are friendly at surgery  

Waiting time too long. Also getting an appointment with your recommended doctor is becoming more difficult.  

Agreeable staff, efficient doctors and not too difficult to get appointments.  

Generally happy with the way the practise meets my needs.  

Never ever had any problems here.  

Seen on time. Excellent nurse Claire.  

Quite difficult to get appointments, I guess due to larger number of patients.  

I have been with practice for many years.  

Having to wait too long to answer phone call. More parking.  

Would like to have better access to Fontmell and Sturminster appointments, always feel I am being pushed to Shaftesbury even 
though I am prepared to travel for an earlier and more convenient appointment.  

Nurses are friendly.  

Everyone is always very helpful at the desk and with sending my prescriptions over to Stalbridge  

Its the only local practise and its common sense.  

The staff and nurses and doctors are fantastic! Always helpful!  

The receptionists are very helpful. Some of the doctors are friendly and helpful and some are less so.  

the receptionists are v helpful. Some of the doctors are very friendly and helpful and some are less so.  

the receptionists are v helpful. Some of the doctors are very friendly and helpful and some are less so.  

The Standard of care is excellent but the centre seems to be stretched at Shaftesbury. The sturminster and fontmell ones seem 
calmer  

I have had very little contact with your services but any contact I have had has been good  

Blood tests on site very nice nurse  

Good service  

I called you late in the day and still got an appointment  

Only one in shaftesbury  

My treatment today has been successful. I came her regularly to check my blood pressure as I have mild hypertension and am on 
treatment. The machine states clearly that the chair height should be adjusted until ones heart is level with the cuff. This is 

impossible as for at least a couple of years. The seat at present has not been adjustable it is not a comfortable position to take 
ones blood pressure. I have on several occasions mentioned this to the receptionist, but the situation has not been remedied  

Most of my experiences over 30 years have been excellent. Just on or two occasions when communications have failed  

Everyone I have seen has been friendly, helpful and concerned to get me back to normal. Special mention for phlebotomist for 
noticing deteriorations condition and helping me to get the help I needed  

I always receive a good service  

Lovely little practice like stepping back to how things used to be  

I have a choice to be seen at more than one GP practice  

Very Helpful  

The practice does well in difficult circumstances but appointments are very hard to get at Abbey view on occasions and the 
system seems over-complicated at times. Fontmell is excellent  

Very seldom attend  

Service has improved massively in last 6 months. Staff / admin/ receptionists all friendly now in Shaftesbury. Before it had all 
been rather hostile Telephone and desk  

The appointment system is extremely difficult  
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I have always been satisfied with the care that I have had when needed. Thank you very much  

Recent cuts nationally, has undermined my confidence in the service, especially waiting times for appointments. However I have 
also noticed an effort by staff - especially front line staff to be more pleasant. Its really appreciated, as at times its felt like an U 

and them situation, but were all in this together  

Lack of Parking spaces sometimes  

I saw Dr Ward. I was given an appointment the following day when I asked for one. This Doctor was interested and ver 
efficient .He organised an x ray that day. When I went for a flu jab it was done in a few minutes.  

great to be seen & heard - thank you  

for the second time appointment was cancelled NOT by me! I was not informed ONLY because I called to check having not 
received a text. Did I avoid driving in which with a chronic illness is a huge struggle  

Have always had a grand response to phone calls and treatments.  

it takes forever holding onto the phone to get to talk to the receptionist,8 minutes and 15 last time if counting before I put the 
phone down,no receptionist answered  

always been very friendly, even when ive been late (sorry!) they have really worked hard to get me back in  
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